
Our robots   
are fast readers.
Email AI Solution Template ensures a more 
rewarding customer experience by prioritizing 
and responding to customer emails immediately.

Start your free trial

Even if your company has a 
dedicated team to monitor and act 
on customer emails, the process is 
slow, tedious, and prone to errors. 
UiPath has a smarter solution. Using 
ML Models and other ready-to-use 
components, our Email AI Solution 
Template makes it quick and easy to 
detect, discover, extract and show.

Email AI robots have many talents

Email AI provides ready-to-use components for you to build AI 
solutions to easily process emails in bulk. Components include ML 
models, sample data sets, RPA workflows, analytics templates, and 
human-in-the-loop technology. Here are just a few of the tasks Email 
AI can complete quickly and automatically for companies of all sizes:

Discover a smarter, simpler way 
to manage email

Start your free trial of Email AI

5 Ways to Tap 
 the Power of AI
These are the five ML models that fuel Email 
AI. See how you can put each of them to use 
in your AI-enhanced automation journey.

Visit the UiPath AI CenterTM

MODEL NAME WHAT IT DOES HOW YOU CAN USE IT

Custom Named Entity 
Recognition 

Identifies key elements and their 
positions in text, then classifies them 
into pre-defined categories.  

Extract and classify text in emails, 
letters, web pages, research papers, 
and call transcripts.

Multilingual Text 
Classification 

Classifies text written in over 100 
languages into different categories.

Classify text in emails, resumés, 
web pages, and other formats.

Image Classification Classifies images in JPEG or PNG. Classify images of vehicles, clothes, 
damaged products, logos, and more.

Semantic Similarity
Compares a single reference sentence 
with other candidate sentences, ranking 
them in order of similarity.

Relate customer questions to FAQ 
documents and automatically pull 
responses from those documents.

Sentiment Analysis 
Predicts sentiment of a text written in 
English, including very negative, neutral, 
positive, and very positive.

Understand sentiment in product 
reviews, customer surveys, social 
media posts, and emails.

An ML solution  
for any challenge
Apply the boundless power of AI to your automations.

UiPath AI CenterTM features over 25 of out-of-the-box  
ML models for virtually any automation use.

Detect 
intent

Discover 
urgency Extract 

data

Show
impact

Enter data into relevant systems like 
processing orders or income records

Prioritize emails based on dollar 
amount, urgency, or custom metrics

Route customer emails based 
on Intent, Address, and more

UiPath Document  
Understanding

Language Analysis 
and Comprehension

Image  
Analysis

Specialty  
Models

Invoices
Invoices India
Invoices Australia
Invoices Japan
Invoices China
Generic Document Understanding
W-2 Forms
W-9 Forms

ID Cards
Passports
Utility Bills
Purchase Orders
General Contracts
ML Classifier
Delivery Notes
Remittance Advice

Text Classification
Light Text Classification
Multilingual Text Classification
English Text Classification
French Text Classification
Japanese Text Classification
Custom Named Entity Recognition

Name Entity Recognition
Language Detection
Semantic Similarity
Sentiment Analysis
Question Answering
Text Summarization

Image Moderation
Object Detection
Image Classification

English to French
English to German
English to Russian
TPOT AutoML Classification

TPOT AutoML Regression
XGBoost Classification
XGBoost Regression
Time Series

Select a model and  
begin your AI journey.

Try AI CenterTM for free

“I love getting fan mail.”

“Just drag, drop, 
and put us to work.”

http://www.uipath.com
https://cloud.uipath.com/portal_/register?subscriptionPlan=trial
https://cloud.uipath.com/portal_/register?subscriptionPlan=trial
https://www.uipath.com/product/rpa-ai-integration-with-ai-center
http://www.uipath.com
https://www.uipath.com/product/rpa-ai-integration-with-ai-center

